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Abstract

The theory of nondiffracting Bessel beam propagation and experimental evidence for nearly-nondiffractive

Bessel beam propagation are reviewed. The experimental results are reinterpreted using simple optics for-
mulas, which show that the observed propagation distances arc characteristic of the optical systems used

to generate the beams and do not depend upon the initial beam profiles. A set of simple experiments are
described which support this interpretation, and it is concluded that nondiffracting Bessel beam propagation

has not yet been experimentally demonstrated.

I. Introduction

The distance over which a collimated, monochromatic beam will travel in free space without significant

spreading is given by the Rayleigh distancel:

7fro_
zR = -y- (1)

where A is the wavelength and r0 is the initial radius of the beam. In 1983, Brittingham 2 discovered a new

class of three-dimensional, packet-like solutions to Maxwell's free space wave equation, describing waves which

propagate at the speed of light and remain focused for all time. These wave solutions had infinite energy,
however, and required artificial discontinuities to produce real, nondispersive pulses with finite energy. Such

discontinuities could not be propagated with a real antenna system, and the solutions remained theoretically
interesting but physically unreal. A general procedure for obtaining packet-like solutions to the wave equation

was subsequently published by Belanger 3, who showed that Brittingham's heuristically derived solutions

could be generated using Gaussian Laguerre polynomials. The packet-liKe wave solutions found by Belanger

also required infinite energy for nondiffractive propagation, however, and thus could not be produced in a

real system.

In 1985, Ziolkowski 4 derived new, exact solutions to the free space wave equation in the form of nondlspersive

Gaussian pulses. Such waves could be launched with finite energy from a complex antenna, and Ziolkowski

et al. 5 later performed experiments using acoustic waves in water to demonstrate apparently nondiffractive

wave propagation. In 1987, Durnin 6 developed a nondiffracting zero-order Bessel function solution to the free

space scalar wave equation. Soon thereafter, Durnin et al. _ published experimental evidence for the nearly-

nondiffractive nature of these waves, claiming propagation distances far exceeding the normal Rayleigh

range before significant beam spreading was observed. Additional theoretical analyses describing nearly-

nondiffracting electromagnetic missiles s and bullets 9 were published by various authors during this period,

sparking a flurry of activity and a host of possible applications.

Nondiffracting beams have been suggested for use in remote power transmission 1°'11, where such beams could

significantly decrease transmitter and collector surface areas. The benefits for remotely powered spacecraft



propulsion and communication are obvious, and an effort was undertaken at the NASA Lewis Research
Center to investigate the use of nondiffracting beams for spacecraft propulsion applications. Attention w_
focused on continuous-wave Bessel beams, which may be generated using fairly simple optical systems.

Section II outlines the nondiffracting, zero-order Bessel function solution to the free space wave equation,

followed bya review of published Bessel beam propagation experiments in Section III. The experimental
results are discussed and reinterpreted in Section IV, with concluding remarks presented in Section V.

II. Bessel Beam Theory

As shown by Durnin 6, the free space wave equation

c2_ ¢(_'_) = 0 (2)

has the exact solution:

¢(x,y,z >O,_)=exp[i(k_z-_t)l A(¢)exp[ik± (zcos¢+ ysin¢)]d¢ (3)

for a scalar field ¢ propagating with velocity c into a source-free region z > 0. The wavelength _ and wave

frequency w are related to the magnitudes of the wave vectors parallel (k,) and perpendicular (k±) to the

direction of propagation via:

= 2x/(k_ + k_) _/_ (4)

= c (k,_+ k_)1/2

The axial z dependence is thus separated from the transverse z, y coordinates. When k_ is real, the solution

represents a nondiffracting field in the sense that the tlme-averaged intensity I is independent of z:

1
I(z,y,z _> 0) = 5 1¢(_"_)12

= I(_, y,z = 0) (5)

The variable A(¢) in Equation 3 represents an arbitrary complex function of the angular coordinate ¢.
For solutions with complete axial symmetry, A(¢) = 1, and the nondiffracting scalar field solution may be

written:

¢(_',_) = exp[i(k,z -w_)] exp[ik± (_cos¢ + ysin¢)] de

= exp[_(k,z- _)]Jo(k_p) (6)

where J, is the zero-order Bessel function of the first kind and p is the radial position, defined:

When k±=0, the solution reduces to a plane wave traveling in the 4-z direction. For 0 _< k± < w/c, the

solution represents a nondiffracting beam whose intensity profile radially decreases with increasing k±p, as

shown in Figure 1.

The amount of energy contained in each lobe of the zero-order Bessel distribution is roughly equal to the

amount of energy contained in the central peak G'w, and it would require an infinite amount of energy to



createa nondiffracting:L_Besselbeam over an infiniteplane. Use ofan aperture to restrictthe radialextent

of the beam eliminatesthe infiniteenergy concern, but introducesedge diffractioneffectswhich cause the

beam to spread. Durnin s used numerical simulationsto evaluate the propagation distanceof the central

peak in a Bessel beam of finiteradius,and found that the centralspot propagates significantlyfurther

than a Gaussian beam of equal diameter (Figure 2). The maximum propagation range of an apertured,

neariy-nondiffractingJ0 Besselbeam was determined to beS:

z..,=R I]" (s)

where R isthe radiusofthe aperture inwhich the Besselbeam isformed, and Z,,_zisthe formation distance

ofa conicalshadow zone,which marks the maximum range ofthe beam (Figure 3).

III. Bessel Beam Experiments

Lenticular Generation .of Bessel Beams

The propagation of an apertured Bessel beam was experimentally demonstrated by Durnin e$ al. _ using the

optical system shown in Figure 4. A circular slit with mean diameter d = 2.5 mm and slit width Ad = 10/am

was placed at the focal plane of a lens with radius R = 3.5 mm and focal length f = 305 mm. The slit was

illuminated with collimated light of wavelength A = 633 nm, producing a 30 Bessel beam distribution with a

central spot wavenumber k j_ "- (2_r/,k)sin O, where 0 = tan-l(d/2f) is the diffraction angle. Approximating

the central spot radius r0 m 1//C.L, Equation (8) yields a maximum beam propagation distance of:

2TroR

z.,,,. _ (9)

When the lens (aperture) radius exceeds the central spot radius (R :>:>to), the propagation range will exceed
the Rayleigh range predicted by Equation (i). Using the numerical values given above, the central spot

radius is approximately 25 /am, yielding an estimated maximum range of 85 cm. This agrees well with

the experimental data shown in Figure 5, which plots the intensity of the central peak as a function of

propagation distance 7. In contrast, the predicted Rayleigh range for a 25/am radius beam is only 3 mm,

and it would appear that the Bessel beam propagates much further than standard diffraction theory would
predict.

I-]o]o_raphic Generation of Besse] Beams

Based on the results of Durnin 6, Vasara et al. 11 used computer-generated holograms to create a series of

apparently nondlffracting, arbltrary-order Bessel beams (Figure 6). The holographic pattern used to produce
an on-axis Jo Besse] beam is shown in Figure 7. The diffraction patterns are computer generated, printed

with a high quality laser printer, and photoreduced onto photographic film (resolution = 5000 lines/m) to

create the final hologram.

Upon illumination, the intensity distribution in the plane behind the hologram is given by:

_2_r ]2
I(x,y,z) c¢ z A(¢)exp[-i2_rk(zcos¢ + ysin¢)/'y]d¢ (lO)



where k is the wavenumber (2_/A), po is the hologram fringe spacing (27r/k_), and the parameter 7 - pok,

with the other symbols defined above. Using geometric optics (Figure 8), the maximum propagation distance

was predicted to be:

Z,_.. --"),R (11)
2_r

where R definesthe hologram (aperture)radius.Substitutingfor 7, k,and po, and assuming ro -- 1/k.Las

Zmaz --

before, yields:

7 R pok R 27rR

2x 2_r k± _

21rroR

A

in agreement with the maximum propagation distance predicted by Equation 9.

(12)

The holograms were illuminated with laser light at X = 633 nm, yielding axial intensity distributions similar

to the distribution shown in Figure 9. For a hologram with po = 1 mm (r0=l.59x 10 -'1 m) and R = 10 ram,

the maximum propagation distance of a Jo Bessel beam was found to be 15.8 m; for a hologram with p0 =
1 mm and R = 8 ram, the maximum propagation distance was 12.6 m. Both values are substantially larger

than the Rayleigh propagation distance of 12.5 cm expected for a well collimated beam with an initial radius
of 1.59xi0 -4 m.

IV. Discussion

The experiments outlined above appear to substantiate the nearly-nondiffractive nature of the Bessel beam

distributions. However, alternative explanations of the experimental results are presented below which

question the nondiffracting wave interpretation.

Equivalent Beam Comparisons

Both experiments TM report extended propagation distances for the Bessel beam central spot when compared

to the expected Rayleigh distances for Gaussian beams of equal diameter (cf Figure 2). However, the full
Bessel beam consists of not only the central peak but the full complement of ancillary lobes in the Bessel

distribution (Figures 1, 6). The Bessel beam propagation should thus be compared to a Gaussian beam
whose radius equals the full Bessel beam radius, not the radius of the central peak alone. The radius of the

full Bessel beam propagated by Durnin e_ al. 7 was 3.5 mm, set by the optical system aperture lens. From

Equation 1, the expected Rayleigh distance for a well collimated, 3.5 mm radius beam with a wavelength

of 633 nm is approximately 61 meters, significantly farther than the 85 cm beam propagation distance

reported by Durnin et al. Similar arguments hold for the holographically generated BesseI distributions,

where the full hologram diameters should be used for the beam comparisons. A well collimated beam with

a wavelength of 633 nm and a radius equal to the hologram radius of 10 mm will propagate almost 500 m

without spreading, a significantly longer distance than the reported Bessel beam propagation length of 15.8
meters. The central peaks in the Bessel beam distributions do persist over distances longer than expected
for collimated beams with diameters equal to the central spot diameters; however, the central peaks cannot

be produced without the full Bessel beam distribution. When compared to the propagation distances of
beams with fully equal diameters, the reported Bessel beam propagation distances do not appear to justify

claims of nearly-nondiffracting wave propagation.



Similarconcerns with the reported beam comparisons have recently been published by Sprangle and Hafizi I2.

For a Bessel beam with N lobes, they suggest that the appropriate beam diameter to use for comparison is

R = Nr0, where ro is the central spot radius. The correct propagation distance for the Bessel beam central

spot is then given by:

R _ 2Rro = 2Nr___A (13)
Zma_ - tan e A A

where tane _ 8 _ k.L/k, _ A/2r0 is the diffraction angle of the beam. For comparison, the Rayle[gh

propagation distance for a well collimated beam with radius R is given by Equation 1:

,R _ ,R(N,0) (14)
Zn- 2 -

Equating the propagation distances given by Equations 13 and 14 yields:

2
z_- _NZR (I5)

which shows that any well collimated beam of radius R will travel _rN/2 times further than the Bessel beam,

in qualitative agreement with the previous discussion.

In rebuttal to Sprangle and Hafizi, Durnin et aL 13 repeat their claim that the central peak intensity _s

"remarkably resistant to the diffractive spreading commonly associated with all wave propagation", and offer

as further proof the beam profiles displayed in Figures 10a and 10b. Figure 10a shows the beam distribution

after propagating a distance of 15 cm, and Figure 10b shows the beam profile, essentially unchanged, after

propagating a distance of 100 cm. The central peak has a diameter of approximately 70 k_m, and were that
the full extent of the Bcssel beam, it would indeed be a remarkable propagation measurement. However,

the radius of the full Bessel beam, as noted in the figures, is 0.5 mm, and the expected Rayleigh distance

for a well collimated, 633 nm wavelength, 0.5 mm radius beam is 124 cm; it is therefore not surprising that

the beam has not diverged at 100 cm. The reported propagation distance is consistent with the propagation

of any well collimated beam with similar dimensions, and does not constitute proof of nearly-nondiffracting

beam propagation.

Optical System Characteristics

Additional arguments based on geometric optics can be used to show that the reported propagation dis-
tances are actually characteristic of the systems used to generate the beams, rather than intrinsic properties

associated with the Bessel beam profiles.

Apertured Lens System

The optical system used by Durnin et a[ r to create Bessel beam distributions is redrawn in Figure 11, which

illustrates the elementary, single lens nature of the optical system. The system may be analyzed using the

simple thin-lens formula14:

1 1 1
-- + -- _- - (16)
8o $1 f

where so is the object distance, si is the image distance, and f is the focal length of the lens. Rearranging

the lens formula yields:

sl- sol (17)
S 0 -- f



for the image distance, which is equivalent to the maximum propagation distance before the beam starts to

expand. From Figure 11, the diffraction angle 0 for the beam leaving the circular slit is given by

D

tan0 _ 0 _ f +----_ (18)

where D is the beam diameter at the aperture lens and f + 6 is the equivalent object distance for the system.

From the same figure, the distance 6 is related to the diffraction angle 0 and the circular slit diameter d via:

d
tan0 _ 0 _-. _ (19)

which yields the relation:

d D

O_ 6-- f-+-6 (20)

Or

f -.t-6 D
w = _ (21)

6 d

Substituting Z,n_ for the image distance and f + 6 for the object distance in Equation 17 yields:

Zmaz sof (f + 6)f f(f + 6) (22)

which, with the use of Equation 21, reduces to

Df
Z,_,_, = "---_- (23)

d

for the maximum propagation distance expected in the optical system. Substituting the values used by
Durnin et al. _ for f, D, and d (305 mm, 7 ram, and 2.5 mm, respectively) yields a maximum propagation

distance of 85 cm, in exact agreement with the experimentally measured value. It is important to note that

no assumption was made concerning the initial beam profile in the derivation of Equation 23. The circular

slit could be replaced with an iris diaphragm of equivalent diameter, and the resulting beam would propagate

exactly the same distance as the Bessel beam created with the annular slit. The propagation distance is
characteristic of the optical system, as specified by the initial beam diameter d at the focal plane of the lens,

the expanded beam diameter D at the lens, and the focal length f of the lens.

A set of simple experiments were performed to verify that the propagation distances were intrinsic to the

optical system and not the initial beam distribution. A low power, 633 nm laser beam was expanded,

collimated, and sent through an adjustable iris aperture (Figure 12). A window fitted with a central 1 mm

diameter opaque disk was placed adjacent to the iris aperture, and the iris was closed until a circular slit

geometry was approximated (Figure 13a). The expanded beam passed through the iris/window combination,

producing a zero-order Bessel function intensity distribution in the beam. The beam was recollimated and
sent to a set of sizing lenses, whose purpose was to adjust the beam size and provide flexibility in the

optical system parameters (Figure 13b). The second beam collimation was required to provide accurate
measurements of the object and image distances used to adjust the sizing lens array. The first sizing lens

produces a focused image of the circular slit and Bessel beam intensity distribution; this real image then acts

as a real object for the second (aperture) lens. This part of the system is equivalent to the optical system

used by Durnin et al. 7, with the material circular slit replaced by a real image of the circular slit and the

second sizing lens assuming the role of the aperture lens (compare Figures 4 and 13b).

For the beam propagation experiments reported below, the focal length of the first sizing lens was 5.19 cm,

the focal length of the second (aperture) lens was 10.2 cm, and the lenses were separated a distance of 16.5



cm. Using Figure 13b, the value of 6 is thus 1.1 cm, and the expected propagation distance from Equation

22 is approximately 105 cm. This propagation distance is characteristic of the optical system, and does not

depend upon the intensity profile of the beam propagating through the system.

Figure 14 plots the central peak intensity versus propagation distance for the Bessel beam distribution gen-

erated with the iris/window combination described above. The central spot intensity reaches a maximum

value at a distance approximately 110 cm away from the aperture lens, in good agreement with the propa-

gation distance estimated above. Slight misalignments in the beam collimation will cause small errors in the
location of the circular slit image, which accounts for the slight discrepancy in the predicted and measured

maximum propagation distances. The intensity profile across the beam was measured with a 1024 element
diode array. Beam profiles at 54 cm, 110 cm, 130 cm, and 250 cm away from the aperture lens are displayed

in Figures 15a through 15d. The central peak is clearly visible in Figure 15a, with the surrounding lobe

intensity decreasing radially away from the central peak. The distribution has been radially compressed in

Figure 15b due to focusing by the optical system, with the peak intensity reaching almost 9 times the peak
intensity recorded at 54 cm. The distribution then splits into a doubled peak distribution (Figure 15c), re-

flecting the edge focusing effects of the lens system. As the beam propagates further, the Bessel distribution

reappears at a much reduced intensity (Figure 15d). The beam profile retains this Bessel distribution, with

decreasing intensity, for the remainder of the measured propagation distance.

A second beam profile was then introduced into the system using a 10 #m pinhole in place of the iris/window
combination. The intensity distribution at a distance 54 cm from the aperture lens is displayed in Figure 16a,

and shows a flat central beam region with intensity spikes at the beam periphery, which again correspond to

edge focusing effects. The beam profiles at 105 cm and 124 cm are shown in Figures 16b and 16c, respectively,
and the on-axis central beam intensity versus propagation distance is displayed in Figure 17. The maximum

intensity occurs at approximately 105 cm, again in agreement with the maximum propagation distance

expected for the optical system. Both the Bessel beam distribution and the flat central beam distribution
have the same maximum propagation distances, within experimental error, indicating that the propagation

distances are characteristic of the system and do not depend on the initial beam intensity profiles.

Holographic Lens System

The propagation of Bessel beams generated holographically can also be explained in terms of the holographic

system used to produce the beams, rather than propagation properties intrinsic to the Bessel beam distribu-
tion. As discussed by Hecht 15, a hologram may be described as a superposition of simple Fresnel zone plates

(Figure 18). A zone plate acts like a crude lens, diffracting collimated light into a beam which converges to
a real focal point. The similarity between the hologram creating the :I0 Bessel beam (Figure 7) and a simple

Fresnel zone plate (Figure 18) is apparent.

The primary focal length of a zone plate is given bylG:

R_ (24)
f- m_

where m is the number of zones (rings) in a zone plate of radius R_, and _ is the wavelength of light

diffracted by the zone plate. The holograms used by Vasara e_ al. _1 had radii of 8 mm and 10 mm, with 1

mm spaces between the rings in each of the holograms. The number of rings m in each hologram were thus

8 and 10, respectively. The holograms were illuminated with collimated laser light at 633 nm. Substituting

these values into Equation 24 yields a focal length of 12.6 m for the 8 mm radius hologram and 15.8 m for

the 10 mm hologram, in exact agreement with the experimentally reported propagation distances. Again,

no assumptions were made concerning Bessel beam properties; the propagation distances are a result of

the zone plate nature of the holograms used to generate the beam distributions. Similar results would be
obtained with other beam distributions; the maximum propagation distances would correspond to the focal



planeoftheequivalentzone plates.

V. C0_clusions

Bessel function solutions to the free space wave equation require infinite energy for nondiffractive propagation.

Finite energy approximations to the nondiffracting Bessel function solutions may be realized by generating
the Bessel distribution within an aperture; however, the aperture introduces diffraction in the beam, causing

the beam to spread with distance. Nearly-nondiffractive Bessel beam propagation has been reported by

authors using aperture lenses and holographic techniques to generate finite-radius Bessel beam distributions.

Propagation distances for the central peak of the Bessel distribution exceed the Rayleigh distance for the

propagation of well collimated beams with radii equal to the central spot radius. However, it is shown that

a proper comparison of propagation distances requires the full Bessel distribution radius to be used, and the

reported propagation distances are actually much shorter than the standard Rayleigh distances calculated
for beams of full equivalent radius. It is further shown that the reported propagation distances are a result of

the optical systems used to generate the beams, and do not depend upon the initial beam intensity profiles.

A set of simple experiments were performed to verify the analysis, and it is concluded that nondiffracting

Bessel beam propagation has not yet been experimentally demonstrated.
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Figure 1. "Nondiffracting" Bessel beam intensity d_stribution. Adapted from Ref. 6.
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Figure 2. Calculated Bessel beam (solid) and Gaussian beam (dashed) intensity distributions for propagation

distances of (a) 25 cm, (b) 75 cm, (c) 100 cm, and (d) 120 cm. In;tiM Gaussian beam diameter is assumed

equal to Besset beam central peak diameter, as shown in Figure 1. Assumed wavelength = 0.5 #m, arbitrary

intensity units. Adapted from Rcf. 6.
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Figure 3. Geometric optics construction of 3o Bessel beam propagation. Start of shadow _one marks

m_dmum beam propagation distance. Adapted from Ref. 6.
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Figure 7. On-axis hologram used to generate :IoBesselbeam distribution.Adapted from Ref. 1I.
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Figure 12. Optical table layout for producing Bessel beam distributions. Laser light (L) is expanded and

collimated (E/C) and sent through the circular slit arrangement (CS) diagrammed in Figure 13. The beam

is recollimated (CL) and sent to a set of sizing lenses (SL). The first sizing lens produces a real image of

the circular slit/Bessel beam distribution, which acts as a real object for the second (aperture) lens. The

beam is bounced off a set of mirrors (M) and directed along an optical path toward the diode array detector

(DA). Additional mirrors provide .access to a second optical path if desired. The beam tern_nates in the

array detector or a beam stop (S).
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Figure 13(a). Schematic of circularslitarrangement used in Figure 12. An adjustable irlsaperture (IA)
isfittedwith a window (W) on which is placed a centralcircularopaque obstruction. The irisisclosed

untila thin circularslitisapproximated. The constructionallows a varietyof circularslitwidths to be
approximated.
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Figure 13(b). Schematic ofcollimatinglensset (CL) and sizinglensset (SL) used in Figure 12. The first

sizinglenscreatesa realimage ofthe circularslit(Fig 13a) and Besselbeam distribution,which isthen used

as a realobject by the second (aperture)lens. The collimatinglensesallow accurate measurement of the

image locations.

BESSEL BEAM PROPAGATION
PEAK INTENSITY vs. PROPAGATION DISTANCE
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Figure 14. Measured intensityofon-axisBesselbeam centralpeak intensity(arbitraryunits)vs. propagation

distance.The beam startsas a Besseldistributionwith a well defined centralpeak (circles),evolvesto a

binary peak distributiondue to lens focusingeffects(squares),and returns to a Besseldistributionfurther

along the path (triangles);see Figure 16. Missing data correspond to the mirror paths between track 2 and

track 3,shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 16. Clipped planar beam intensityprofilesat (a) 54 cm, (b) 105 cm, and (c) 124 cm _om aperture
lens.
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Figure 17. Measured intensity of clipped planar beam central intensity (arbitrary units) vs. propagation
distance.

Figure 18. Fresnel zone plates.
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